Abstract. Fast and accurate eye tracking is crucial for many applications. Current camera-based eye tracking systems, however, are fundamentally limited by their bandwidth, forcing a tradeoff between image resolution and framerate, i.e. between latency and update rate. Here, we propose a hybrid frame-event-based near-eye gaze tracking system offering update rates beyond 10,000 Hz with an accuracy that matches that of high-end desktop-mounted commercial eye trackers when evaluated in the same conditions. Our system builds on emerging event cameras that simultaneously acquire regularly sampled frames and adaptively sampled events. We develop an online 2D pupil fitting method that updates a parametric model every one or few events. Moreover, we propose a polynomial regressor for estimating the gaze vector from the parametric pupil model in real time. Using the first hybrid frame-event gaze dataset, which will be made public, we demonstrate that our system achieves accuracies of 0.45
Introduction
Eye tracking has emerged as an enabling technology in a variety of applications, including LASIK eye surgery [46] , AR/VR (e.g., [4, 50, 20, 48, 29] ), target selection [32] , user interaction [58, 16] , attention monitoring [59, 25, 63] , psychological studies [42] , medical pathology [31] , and sports analysis [56] . Fast and accurate eye tracking is critical for most of these applications, and many of them also require portable systems.
State-of-the-art eye trackers use cameras to monitor the user's pupils. Unfortunately, conventional camera sensors are significantly limited in the bandwidths they provide, forcing a tradeoff between camera resolution and frame rate, and they also require relatively high power to operate. For eye tracking applications, the choice between resolution and framerate results in a tradeoff between the accuracy and latency of the system. High-end eye tracking systems use specialized protocols and readout interfaces to maximize bandwidth, but they often sacrifice device form factor, making portable operation challenging. The bandwidth limitation of camera-based eye tracking systems is primarily due to their frame-based principle of operation. While this is a great general-purpose strategy, in the specific application of near-eye gaze tracking most pixels capture redundant information: only the pupil moves while most of the image does not change.
Dynamic vision sensors (DVS) have recently emerged as a new paradigm of data capture, overcoming many of the limitations of conventional frame-based sensing. In a DVS, individual pixels are asynchronously sampled and solely report information whenever they incur a local contrast change. A DVS can therefore be interpreted as adapting its sampling rate to the underlying scene motion [10] . Specifically, a DVS pixel reports a time-stamped data packet whenever the sign of the instantaneous temporal Frames and events are captured by the same sensor, and event polarity is color coded in blue (+) or red (-). The output is a fitted pupil, shown in yellow as seen from several perspectives. Events are continuously triggered between the frames, allowing us to update the pupil location at a significantly higher rate than the frame rate. Every estimate of the pupil yields a yellow circle. These estimates are so frequent that they form an almost continuous tubular structure outlining the pupil's movement through time.
derivative of the incident irradiance exceeds a threshold. This packet is referred to as an event and it contains the location of the pixel incurring the change, the time at which it happened, and usually the sign of the change. A stream of events is sent off-chip for further processing. For applications where the temporal derivative of a video stream is sparse, event-based capture uses the bandwidth of the system much more efficiently than a frame-based methodology, because only relevant information is sampled and processed. This directly leads to significant improvements in update rates and power consumption while providing portable device form factors.
Here, we report the first real-time event-based eye tracking system. At the core of our system is the update of a parametric representation of the pupil at event rate. This is fed to a polynomial regressor, also evaluated on an event-by-event basis, that maps this internal parametric representation to a gaze vector. Our hybrid frame-event fusion approach utilizes pupil estimates obtained at a low update rate by an Active Pixel Sensor pixel sharing the same photodiode as the DVS pixel. The APS sensor thereby optimizes the robustness of the tracker using frame-based pupil-detection algorithms, while the DVS provides updates at the speed of the event stream. In our system, gaze vectors can be queried at an estimated rate equivalent to 10, 000 Hz or more. This is an improvement of >10× over high-end, desktop-mounted devices using a sensor that could be integrated in a system with smaller form factor and operates at lower power 1 . Our specific contributions are as follows:
-We introduce the first hybrid event-based eye tracking system and demonstrate a binocular prototype. -We develop a model-based eye tracking algorithm. functioning at the event rate and implement it in a real-time system. -We capture a labeled, binocular dataset of synchronized events and frames with n=24 subjects performing randomized saccadic motion and smooth pursuit. Our results can be directly compared with EyeLink because we use the same protocol [15] . Our system's accuracy is 0.45
• within the same field of view as EyeLink, and speed is 10× faster. [41, 40] . Activity-driven, event-based vision sensors were advanced over the next thirty years [11, 37, 10, 51] . In the intervening time, the utility of these high-speed sensors has been successfully exploited in a variety of application scenarios, including object and action tracking [55, 47, 23, 43] , combined frame and event based object tracking [38] , visual odometry [53] , 6-DOF pose tracking [45, 26, 27] , SLAM [9, 65] , and hand tracking [33] .
Hybrid frame-event approaches The fusion of events and frame has been explored in different works such as [39, 19] . In those approaches, direct, absolute photometric correlates acquired at low rate (the frames) initialize or enhance the estimation of a quantity tracked at high update rates (by the events). Similarly to visual-inertial odometry in which a high-rate, potentially drifting, sensor such as an IMU is corrected by a lower rate sensor that provides absolute anchor points (such as visual features), these fusion approaches are potentially more robust [35] .
Early approaches to eye tracking include electro-oculography, search coils, and other invasive methods [68] . Camera-based eye tracking has evolved from tracking Purkinje reflections [6, 7] to model-based approaches that extract parameterizations of the eye from frames [62, 36, 64] . The model extraction, or pupil fitting, can be decoupled from regressing the gaze vector. Algorithms for pupil fitting and gaze estimation are reviewed by Morimoto et al. [44] and Duchowski et al. [13] . However, unlike in event-based vision, these methods are rate-limited by camera frames.
Appearance-based trackers directly estimate gaze vectors from camera frames, often using neural networks [5, 30, 52, 70] . A number of datasets have emerged over the past five years, many of which leverage synthetic data, including: GazeCapture [30] , UT Multi-view [61] , SynthesEyes [67] , UnityEyes [66] , MPIIGaze [69] , and, most recently, NVGaze [28] . These datasets comprise millions of synthesized and real eye images. However, there is no dataset for event-based eye tracking.
More recent gaze-tracking literature generally focuses on one of two problems: gaze-tracking in-the-wild, i.e. on full-face images of users without infrared (IR) illumination, such as from a laptop webcam [22] ; or near-eye IR-illuminated gaze-tracking for use in controlled environments like an AR/VR headset. Note that we do not focus on eye-tracking in-the-wild, although a deep learning model like NVGaze [28] used in the frame-based portion of our system might enable us to do so. Hence, our work falls in the second category, and we focus on eye tracking in controlled, near-eye settings. We evaluate against commercial eye-tracking systems in Table 1 using similar conditions and protocols. Our eye tracker, like all other infrared near-eye trackers, is not meant to be used where there will be large variations in head pose, reflections, or background. It is geared towards AR/VR or biomedical settings where high framerates are desirable (hence why the EyeLink 1000 samples at 1-2 kHz). Consequently, the accuracy and update rate of our near-eye tracker with respect to controlled data is the proper evaluation metric. No portable eye tracker achieves a framerate over roughly 200 Hz; but using event-cameras, we achieve >10,000 Hz with comparable accuracy to the gold standard, desktop mounted EyeLink device. Compared to the EyeLink, our system is potentially portable, similarly accurate, and an order of magnitude faster. Compared to mobile systems, our system is similarly accurate and two orders of magnitude faster.
The work closest to ours is the course project by Gisler [8] , who suggests the idea of using a DVS for eye-tracking. However, the accuracy of their system is limited to "a third of the size of a 1024 × 768 screen" and they did not demonstrate real-time performance. To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first to implement such a system, to develop a practical algorithmic framework that includes an online pupil fitting procedure, and to capture an event-based eye tracking dataset, which will be released to the public.
System and Methods
We built a hybrid event-frame-based gaze tracker combining the low latency of events with the proven robustness of frame-based methods. Our system consists of two distinct, concurrent processing stages. First, it fits a 2D eye model from the event and frame data. Second, it maps the estimated eye model parameters to a 3D gaze vector representing the direction the user is looking, or alternatively, a pixel on a screen at fixed distance (both representations have two free parameters). An overview of our algorithmic framework is illustrated in Figure 2 .
2D Model Fitting
We start by defining a parametric eye model, with parameters M. Whenever a frame or event is received from the sensor, these parameters are updated. Since frames are produced at a constant rate, they update the model independent of scene dynamics. But events only occur during eye motion, and update it at high frequency. Our method fuses these synchronous and asynchronous streams.
Eye model Motivated by Tian et al. [62] , our eye model consists of an ellipse representing the pupil with parameters E = (a, h, b, g, f ) ∈ R
5
, a parabola representing the eyelashes with parameters P = (u, v, w) ∈ R
3
, and a circle representing the glint (the reflection of the IR light source off of the user's eyeball) with parameters C = (r, c) ∈ R 2 . The eye is thus fully parameterized by the 11 coefficients in M = {E, P, C}.
The parameters E, P, C are fit separately. Ellipses, parabolas, and circles are expressed canonically as quadrics, so they can be asynchronously estimated using the same method. In the following, we detail the updates for the fitting of E (see supplement for P and C). The task ahead is to estimate E from a set of "candidate ellipse points" D in the image plane that we believe lie on the edge of the pupil. stage preprocesses them separately before both streams are combined to update the eye model M = {E, P, C}. The model fitting is performed online, in real-time at the arrival rate of frames (low, 25 Hz) and events (high, up to 100 kHz). To output a gaze vector, M is fed to a polynomial regressor that can be evaluated at event rate. This regressor is trained via a calibration procedure similar to EyeLink's.
Parameterizing the pupil with an ellipse The locations of points p = (x, y) on the ellipse representing the pupil in the image plane satisfy the quadric equation:
with
We set d = −1 for convenience as it is an arbitrary scaling factor corresponding to the offset of the plane intersecting the conic defined by E = (a, h, b, g, f ).
For each frame, we classify pixels near the edge of the pupil in an image as candidate points D img. . Events near the edge of the pupil are considered candidate points D evt. . Thus, the model of the ellipse is ultimately updated by the set of points
Receiving a frame Under off-axis IR illumination, the pupil appears as a dark blob in the frame (see Fig. 4 ). By binarizing the greyscale frame I using a constant threshold θ, removing noise on the resulting image using morphological opening, and applying an edge detector, we identified the candidate points:
where H θ is the Heaviside function shifted by θ used for thresholding; • denotes morphological opening; S σ is its structuring element, a discretized circle parameterized by its radius σ; and K is a binary edge detection function. We found that recovering candidate ellipse points with these simple operations worked sufficiently well. However, one could use any state-of-the-art frame-based pupil tracking algorithm outputting a set of candidate points to replace this stage of our system, such as PuReST [54] , ExCuSe [17] , and Else [18] .
Receiving an event An event generates a candidate point contributing to the fitting of E when it falls within a certain distance δ of the last estimated ellipse. Process frame Update (frame)
Fig. 3:
The processing flow and time taken by the different stages in our system. Our system allows events and frames to be processed concurrently and update the same underlying model. Events and frames are shown in time (top row). We also illustrate the operations happening sequentially and concurrently on events (middle) and frames (bottom).
where P E (p) is the projection of a point p on the ellipse, which amounts to solving a system of two equations (one linear and one quadratic) in the specific case of our ellipse parameterization. Our method can perform updates of M on an event-by-event basis, in which case D evt. is a singleton containing a single event. As we shall see in our experiments, the robustness of our method benefits from considering more than one event per update, in which case D evt. contains more than one event.
Fitting the ellipse from images and events We fit our ellipse model (and similarly our parabola and circle models) using least squares. The data points D img. coming from the same frame can be thought of as having been generated synchronously, allowing us to fit the model to the data as a batch:
whose solution is simply
and
Generally, we start with an initial estimate of the ellipse's parameters and then wish to update it with new sensor information (such as a received frame or event). We can do so because in Equation (5), A and b are sums and can thus be updated "online." Practically, we store a matrixĀ and a vectorb, that are both updated upon the reception of new candidate points by "summing them in." More formally, when a set of candidate points D Algorithm 1 Online fitting of E from events and images
This method has the advantage of storing a single small 5 × 5 matrix and a 5 dimensional vector, and blends information in time in a principled way. It can be shown to be equivalent to solving a re-weighted least squares problem using all the data points from past frames, weighted by some geometric discount γ (a hyperparameter) of the past.
In the case that D since E has 5 parameters, therefore one needs 5 independent points to fit them. In case one aims at performing an update every N events, |D evt. | = N , and we can update E batch-wise, similarly to a frame.
Again, applying Equation (7), we can updateĀ asĀ
After the reception of the first 5 events in a non-degenerate configuration, A t is rank-5 and can thus be inverted (given we keep blending in new information, it is generally invertible for the rest of time). Since v x,y and the blending of A and b are both easy to compute, these updates can be performed at the event rate in practice. But, updating E * eventwise (typically up to 200 times per millisecond during a saccade) also entails computing (Ā t )
−1 eventwise, which might be computationally infeasible to perform in real time. However, because every event generates an A t that is rank-1, Fig. 4 : The binocular eye tracking system setup used for evaluation. We collected a dataset with binocular saccadic and smooth-pursuit data on 24 subjects looking at an 11x11 grid of fixation points over a 64 × 96
• FoV. Altogether, we collected ∼ 30 million events per subject per eye. Two DAVIS sensors and a near-infrared illumination source are mounted close to the user's head. The head is fixed by a head rest and the user observes a stimulus on the screen.
and use the Sherman-Morrison-Woodbury (SMW) identity [21] to update it directly, online, after applying a small decay term to downweight old data in time. The fitting of the ellipse is summarized in Algorithm 1. Again, the fitting of P and C is analogous. This formulation and implementation of least squares is well suited for the fusion of both the event and frame streams: it is a natural online method that is agnostic to the synchronicity of the data.
Mapping the eye-model to a 3D gaze vector
The output of our gaze tracker is a vector representing the direction a user looks at, i.e. the gaze direction. In practice, we encode it via the 2D screen coordinate the user is looking at. In the first stage of our system (Sec. 3.1), we fit the parameters M = {E, P, C} of an eye model given incoming events and frames. We now discuss how we associate a gaze vector to those parameters.
The 2D screen coordinate position a user is looking at is denoted (x s , y s ) . The problem is to find a mapping from M to (x s , y s ) . We could explicitly model and fit the relative poses of the camera, user eye, and screen along with the projection of the camera and transformation between screen and world coordinates. However, we adopt another approach, common in the gaze mapping literature [44] that consists of phenomenologically regressing the output (x s , y s ) from M using two 2 nd order polynomial functions G θ 1 | x and G θ 2 | y (one for each coordinate):
The simplicity of our model and polynomial regressor is a strength of our system. An advantage of using such a polynomial G θ to map an eye model to screen coordinates is that it requires virtually no computation to evaluate: a few additions and multiplications. Hence, it is particularly well suited for event updates, even at high rates. Regressing the parameters θ of G θ requires (M, (x s , y s )) input-output training pairs (the exact number depending on the exact degree of the polynomial) which are generally obtained during calibration by extracting the pupil center as in Section 3.1 and regressing against the known gaze point. Although a more complex model such as NVGaze [28] may improve robustness and generalization, it requires orders of magnitude more computation and power and does not provide an accuracy advantage (see discussion).
Dataset
Data Acquisition Our setup is shown in Figure 4 . It consists of two DAVIS346b (iniVation) sensors, imaging the right and left eye of a user placed at about 25 cm from each camera center. The user's head is fixed on an ophthalmic head rest and strapped during the experiment to prevent excessive slippage. The sensors are mounted with two 25 mm f/1.4 VIS-NIR C-mount lenses (EO-#67-715) equipped with two UV/VIS cutoff filters (EO-#89-834). The eyes are illuminated using the NIR illuminators of the Eye Tribe tracker. Both sensors are synchronized (their timestamps are aligned), and the 8-bit 346 × 260 px greyscale frames and events of both DAVIS346b sensors are recorded simultaneously. The exposure is set so as to maximize contrast in the frame, resulting in a frame rate of about 25 FPS. The stimuli are displayed on a 40 in diagonal, 1920 × 1080 px monitor (Sceptre 1080p X415BV FSR), placed 40 cm away (standard reading distance) from the user [12, 34] . It is horizontally centered and vertically aligned so that a user looking straight roughly gazes at a point placed at a third from the top.
Dataset Characteristics Our dataset is, to the best of our knowledge, the first collected for gaze-tracking using event-based vision sensors. It was recorded on 24 subjects and consists of two experiments corresponding to two different types of eye-motion: random saccades and smooth pursuit. The stimulus is a 40 × 40 px green cross centered on a 20 px diameter disk presented against a black background. In our setup the monitor spans a field of view (FoV) of 64 × 96
• . In the first experiment, users were asked to fixate on the stimulus randomly displayed at one of 121 different locations (corresponding to an 11 × 11 grid on the monitor) for 1.5 s each. All locations are presented once, and the random sequence was the same for all users. The grid is visualized in the bottom row of Figure 5 . In the second experiment, users were asked to fixate on the stimulus, which moved smoothly along a predictable square-wave trajectory starting at the top of the screen and moving towards the bottom while spanning the whole screen horizontally with a vertical period of 150 px. This trajectory is the black dotted line in the top row of Figure 5 .
Results
Calibration (i.e. defining G θ and estimating θ) is addressed in Section 3 and with more details in Supplement S2 and S4. Before using our eye tracker, a user looks at a set of "calibration points" whose coordinates in screen space are known. The pupil position in camera space is then extracted for each point, and a second-order polynomial is regressed mapping the pupil center to the screen coordinates: this is the gaze vector. Anytime we report accuracy or precision results for a particular FoV, we only calibrate on half the points in that FoV (e.g. odd indexes). Then, we report results on the full set of points. For a similar FoV to EyeLink's, the center 20
• × 40
• FoV, this means we are testing on 16 points and calibrating on 8. Eyelink uses a 12 point calibration procedure [15] which supposedly enhances accuracy. Our results can thus be readily compared to the commercial gold standard.
Assessing Update Rates Our system can operate in real-time and update the pupil fit on an event-per-event basis; a conservative estimate of the peak update rate of our system is 10,000 Hz. We can achieve such a rate because saccadic motions induce hundreds of thousands of events due to the high-contrast edge between the pupil and the iris. These events can thus be used to "track" the pupil between two frames (see Figs. 1,6 ). In contrast, when the eye is still, very few events are produced.
We calculate the update rate as follows: we first estimate, in a conservative way, the amount of events per second for a saccade ρ. Figure 6 shows a saccade typically induces more than ρ = 200 evts.ms = 10 kHz. Our system can sustain an update rate of 10,000 Hz or above indefinitely, but this is not desirable because when the eye is still, no updating is required. Our event-driven update rate therefore only samples quickly when the motion of the eye requires it. In other words, there would be no speed advantage to using a frame-based system running at = 10 kHz.
The number of events used to perform a fit is the number of events accumulated in D before solving for E (in Algorithm 1). Figure 6 illustrates the use of different values of N : we plot the fitted pupil center coordinates in image space for a random subject performing the random saccade experiment. As expected, when every event is used to update E, the update rate is very high (N = 1, ρ = 200 evts.s row 2), but by considering more events, we can improve robustness and sparsity (row 3). Updating too slowly, however, harms robustness again (row 4). In the top row, a plot of the number of events per millisecond is shown for one user. Then, from top to bottom, different plots of the X (in red) and Y (blue) coordinates of the pupil position tracks are shown with an increasing the number of events used for each fit. One pupil position is obtained per fit. Hence, fewer fits are produced in the lower plot (as more events are used per fit) than in the upper plots. The number of fits also varies with the number of events produced per millisecond (top plot). We find 20 events per fit to give a good trade-off between the speed of our system (the maximal number of fits per second we can obtain) and the robustness of the fit. The 10 kHz peak update rate we report is calculated for 20 events and based on the typical 200 events we observe per millisecond during a saccade. The "glitches" at 3 and 7 seconds are blinks, from which the system recovers at the next frame.
but the algorithm is not robust to series of noisy events which cause the fit to change drastically and reach an unrecoverable state until the next frame corrects it. Moreover, fitting for every event causes us to make wasteful updates to E even when the eye is not really moving and events are just noise. In the opposite case, where we consider N to be hundreds, our data is desirably sparse and very robust (even to large perturbations such as blinks), but it does not smoothly follow a saccade between frames. This exposes an inherent tradeoff in our system between the smoothness, sparsity, and update rate.
In order to find an optimal value for this tradeoff, Figure 7 plots a measure of smoothness against the number of events per fit for a given subject. The quantitative measure of smoothness we use is the inverse norm of the concatenated 1-forward differences of the X and Y coordinates. It shows that a clear optimal is obtained for this measure of smoothness using N = 20 events per fit. Indeed, this is also confirmed visually in the middle row of Figure 6 : this parameter has a good balance between sparsity, robustness, and speed.
Assessing Accuracy Accuracy represents the closeness of the pupil estimates to ground truth. Specifically, we calculate it as the average absolute deviation of the pupil estimates from the labelled gaze points in the random saccade experiment. Our system achieves an accuracy comparable with commercial frame-based eye tracking systems, < 0.5
• [14] , within a standard field of view, which degrades to 2
• on a larger field (see bottom row of Figure 7) . A purely frame-based eye-tracking system provides a lowerbound on our accuracy since events add information during fast motions of the eye that frames cannot sample. However, there is no way to evaluate the accuracy of event- • in the smaller field of view and 3
• in the larger. Calibration is performed using only half the points within the evaluated field of view. The black circles in the center represent our stimulus size, 1.3
• . The best accuracy of a single subject (center-right) ranges from 0.45-1.75
• for diagonal fields of view between 45-98
• . On the right is a plot illustrating the smoothness, calculated using the 2-norm of the finite difference gradient approximation, against the number of events per fit for our method. The plot shows a clear optimum at around 20 events per fit, indicating that the robustness is highest for this setting wise updates of the pupil's position with a traditional camera and monitor. Hence, we performed our own experiments, in which we compared our frame-based algorithm's estimated gaze-locations with the ground truth point a user was looking at on a screen during saccadic motions.
Although we cannot directly evaluate the accuracy in-between frames, using the assumption that eye motion is continuous in camera-space at a very small timescale (this is why we optimized for smoothness of the trace in Figure 6 ), we can indirectly assess accuracy at event rate. If our event-based updates did not match the motion of the pupil, then, when a frame was received, the X and Y pupil center traces in Figure 6 would have a "glitch" corresponding to the correction of the bad estimate (as in the case of the blink at roughly the 7 seconds mark). This does not occur, so our system must at least match the accuracy of our frame-based method.
Assessing Precision We calculate precision as the standard deviation, in visual angle, of the estimated pupil centers and plot it on the top row of Figure 7 across all subjects. We assess precision by fitting a polynomial on a subset of points and evaluating on a held-out set. Specifically we train on all the "even" positions on the grid and evaluate on the "odd" ones, do the opposite and average the numbers. We obtain 1.6
• of visual angle precision on the smaller field of view. This precision decreases on the larger field to 3
• . Precision can also be visually assessed in Figure 5 . In Figure 7 , only the last half second (out of a 1.5 s stimulus presentation) is used for each saccade, as we assume the user's gaze might have changed in the first second (due to the large FoV, some subjects had to search for the stimulus). Blinks are removed using an automated blink detector which is part of our pipeline (see supplement). The top and bottom center plots are obtained by fitting a second-degree polynomial regressor on a smaller FoV, while the right plots are obtained by fitting a second-degree polynomial on a larger FoV.
We quantitatively assess the precision of our system in Figure 7 . A second-degree polynomial is fit on the best-subject for both a small 20 × 40 • spanned by the screen in our experiments is comparatively much larger (and harder to regress) than previously reported in the literature (26 × 40
• etc.) [14] , explaining why we report results for two regressors fitted on two FoV. Precision in visual angle averaged for all the points in the small FoV is 1.6
• .
Discussion
We presented a system and a method for near eye gaze tracking using a vision sensor that can produce both conventional images and event data. Our system inherits the capabilities of frame-based sensors: we demonstrated state-of-the-art precision of 0.5
• of visual angle error in a 121 fixation point task, in addition to the advantages of event-based data. Specifically, we obtain a conservative peak rate of 200 events per millisecond in a 2 px radius around the pupil and showed our method can achieve a robust fit performed every 20 events. Hence we claim a conservative peak update rate of 10 kHz. Our method can sustain the real-time processing of those 200 evts.ms . A method that could reliably estimate the pupil position every single event, or would be able to generate/consider an even higher event rate, would theoretically yield even higher update rates. The update rate we demonstrate is about 10× higher than the fastest commercial systems we surveyed, and such cannot be envisioned, even with a modest resolution conventional camera, due to the bandwidth required to output frames at those frequencies.
Limitations of our work, as well as most other existing eye trackers, includes susceptibility to slippage, and unavailability of ground truth. Specifically, G θ is not robust to slippage of the cameras with respect to the face. This is an open challenge that, for now, requires periodic recalibration. Ground truth is unavailable for all eye-trackers; the standard method of evaluation is to assess both against one-another with the same methodology [15] . A final limitation is that we do not report the time between the true movement of the human eye and the time we register an update, otherwise known as latency. Latency is heavily dependent on the hardware details of the processor and the communication channel with the camera. Therefore, reporting latency is outside the scope of our work, since we did not attempt to build a custom embedded system. However, due to our extremely fast update rate, our software would surely not limit the speed of a commercial system, and optimizing the hardware would ensure fast operation. We estimate each event based update to require, in worst case, about 300 FLOPS.
This means, our algorithm lends itself to dedicated implementations that are likely to be very efficient on most modern low-power embedded-processors.
Additionally, although it was not the focus of our work, there is the possibility of using a deep convolutional neural network to output a pupil center estimate in our gaze tracking pipeline (see Figure 2, top) . This may improve the robustness of our system and allow generalization to different subjects, like NVGaze [28] . It is worth noting, however, that the best-case accuracy NVGaze reports when trained and evaluated on a single subject in a near-eye scenario is 0.5
• , the same as ours. Additionally, using such models in a compute-constrained portable setting may bottleneck tracking speed or consume too much power.
The advantage of using an event-based sensor in near-eye gaze tracking does not solely lie in increasing the update rate at which the pupil position is estimated, but also in its "smart" sampling strategy. When the pupil is quasi-static, it induces no event, which means, in an interrupt based processing pipeline, no processing is "wasted." Thus, eye-tracking systems built on event-based sensors could potentially be much lower-power and have a smaller form factor. Additionally, event-based cameras have a dynamic range of ≈ 130dB, allowing robustness to different lighting scenarios. Since the future of eye-tracking is undoubtedly in mobile, untethered, "always-on" applications for which power and form-factor are crucial, event-based vision sensors will likely be the devices to fit the bill. Such applications include AR/VR [4, 50, 20, 48, 29, 57] , vision science experiments [42] , and the recently demonstrated autofocal eyeglasses [49] . Our system and the method we suggest are a first step in this direction and we are already working on miniaturizing it and embedding it on a low-power mobile platform.
1 Formulation of the problem for P and C
Updating and fitting the parabola P
The location of points p = (x, y) on the parabola representing the eyelash in the image plane satisfy the quadric equation:
(1)
Here, we assume the parabola can be written as a function x = fct • (y) in which the y axis is along the columns and the x axis along the rows. This assumption is valid as long as the eye is "upright", that is, it is not excessively rotated in the image-space. The parabola is thus parameterized as P = (a , g , d ) and it can be fitted similarly to the ellipses representing the pupils by solving:
In which D is the set of points belonging to the parabola, which is analogous to the set D for the ellipse representing the pupil. Again, the solution is simply P
in which v 1 x,y is now:
and v 2 x,y is different (due to the asymmetry in x and y):
Lastly, we need to describe how the points are selected in
. We detect the points belonging to the eyelash in an image by running a Harris corner detector on an image in which all greay values outside of [t 1 , t 2 ] have been clipped. Then all the candidate Harris corners further than a certain radius ρ from the currently estimated pupil center are discarded, and all the points in the lower half of the image are also discarded. This is:
, and p − (x e , y e ) 2 < ρ , and y < rows 2 }
The events considered in the fit for the parabola are also those falling with a radius δ of the currently estimated parabola.
1.2 Updating and fitting the circle for the glint C
Regressing the glint is a subcase of regressing the ellipse in which one can choose the scaling a = b = 1, and has h = 0. The location of points p = (x, y) on the circle representing the glint in the image plane satisfy the quadric equation:
Hence we have to fit the parameters C = (c x , c y , r) . The points in an image to be selected to update the fit of the glint are those that exceed a certain threshold t 3 and that are less than a certain distance ρ from the current pupil center estimate. , y) ) and p − (x e , y e ) 2 < ρ }
Events are those falling less than δ away from the currently estimated glint:
2 Additional details about the fitting of θ for the regressor
The regressor maps parameters of M to screen coordinates x s , y s . In its simplest form, also yielding the lowest computational load, our regressor is a second order polynomial that takes as input, the pupil center (x e , y e ) extracted from the parameters E, and outputs the point (x s , y s ) in screen coordinates that the user is supposed to look at. Thus, our regressor is a multivariate vector-valued function:
In which the coordinate functions G θ 1 | x (E) (on x) and G θ 2 | y (E) (on y) are second order polynomials with parameters θ The regression is supervised by pairs { (x e , y e ) , (x s , y s ) } produced during the calibration procedure in which (x s , y s ) points are presented to the user, and (x e , y e ) are obtained from the ellipse fit in image space:
x e = 2 b g − h f h 2 − 4 a b , and y e = 2 a f − h g h 2 − 4 a b
From the parameters E = (a, h, b, g, f, d)
3 Definitions used for accuracy and precision in our experiment
In the main text, our "accuracy" results are calculated using the ISO 5725 definition of "trueness": the closeness of agreement between the arithmetic mean of a large number of test results and the true or accepted reference value, this is:
where n is the total number of estimates, and l i is the L 2 norm of the difference between our estimated gaze directiond i = (φ i ,θ i ) and the true gaze angle d i = (φ i , θ i ):
Precision is defined by ISO 5725 as: "the closeness of agreement between test results". We quantify this by computing the empirical standard deviation of the d i 's:
Withd being the empirical mean of all d i .
4 Calculating θ and φ from x s and y s
The relationship between the horizontal angle θ, the vertical angle φ, and the screen coordinates which a user looks at, (x s , y s ), is trigonometric because the screen is at a fixed distance. Although the gaze vector seemingly gives information about 3D space, it is in fact only a two-dimensional quantity, because it has no (or unit) magnitude. With (c x , c y ) being the center of the screen at a fixed distance D, The conversion is calculated simply as: 
Blink Detector
We use a blink detector to classify which frames are likely to be blinks and remove them from our accuracy and precision calculations. The blink detector operates on a simple principle: during a blink, our fitted ellipse to the pupil will deform drastically in shape, often becoming long and thin to fit the dark line of the eyelashes. This blink detector uses changes in eccentricity, or the ratio between the major and minor radius of the fitted ellipse, to identify blinks. However, raw changes in eccentricity can vary widely when the eye is looking at different areas on the screen; so, an adaptive threshold must be computed to identify relatively large changes in eccentricity. Specifically, the eccentricities r 1:n of the last n fitted ellipses are stored in a vector, R n . The sample mean µ n and sample standard deviation σ n of R n are calculated. Then, when a new frame comes in at time n + 1, the eccentricity of the fitted ellipse from that frame, r n+1 , is compared to µ n + λσ n , with λ > 0 being a tunable parameter. If r n+1 > µ n +λσ n , then that frame will be classified as a blink, and is not considered in accuracy and precision calculations. In addition, a small number k of following frames are also classified as blinks, since a blink takes on average 3 − 4 frames to complete. Then, r 2:n+1 is assigned to R n+1 to preserve a constant buffer length, and the blink detector considers the next frame (r n+2 ). Finally, we trim the data at the 2.5% level to remove outliers. This blink detection method is advantageous in that it adaptively computes how large of an eccentricity change constitutes a blink based on statistics of our ellipse data; it is also conservative, in that if eccentricity changes in a certain region of gaze directions are high on average, they will not be classified as blinks.
